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CHAIRMANS WELCOME
A big welcome to this special
Open Day edition of the Fife
Flying Club Newsletter.
If you’re a visitor to the airport on
the day, we hope you enjoy the
day and remember – the airfield is
open all year round, with plenty to
see by way of flying and
parachuting, and with the Tipsy
Nipper restaurant on hand for a
quick snack, drink or a sit-down
meal with a great view of the
airfield.

Fife Flying Club is a busy club with
over 160 members. Club events
are run every month, and you’ll
find some of the recent events
described in here. A group of
pilots and students spent a night
away at Oban and you’ll find
Garrick Smyth’s article lets you in
on some of the things that
happened that evening – but not
all! We also had a Student-Pilot
Quiz night, where Students and
Pilots formed teams to answer
questions set by one of the
Instructors. In addition we had Fife
Fire and Rescue Service visit the
airfield one evening and are
grateful to the Service for showing
us some of the things they can do –
Fife is really lucky in the quality of

F&R Service that it has.
The Airport is the only Civil

airport in Fife with a hard
runway that allows aircraft to fly
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PPL
Kenny MacDonald
Andrew Mathie
Alec Stripe
FIRST SOLO
Gordon Bell
Stephen Corr
Ross Kirkton
Nicholas Pattinson
Karen Simpson

in from all over the UK – we’ve had
visitors from as far afield as
Northern Ireland and Germany in
the past year. It’s a real asset to
Congratulations to you all!
the County, bringing visitors from
all over and is the base for
Tayside Aviation’s flying school in
Fife, and the Skydive St. Andrews
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truly – will be doing a tandem
jump in support of the Leonard
Cheshire Homes Charity during the day. Please contribute to
this worthy cause and support the Cheshire Home in
Glenrothes. Have a great day at the Open Day and come back
and see us soon.
All the best , Alan Laing

REVISED FLYING PRICES
Some of you might have noticed that there have been
some adjustments to the pricing strategy, some increases
and some reductions. The
changes are highlighted on
the right with new hourly
rates and the corresponding
increase/decrease in brackets.

alandi@globalnet.co.uk
PPL Training
C152: £156 (-1.80)
Grob: £177 (+12)
PPL Hire
C152: £132 (-8)
Grob: £150 (+10)
C172: £141 (+1)
Arrow PA28: £195 (+6.60)
10 Hour Training Pack
C152: £1400 (-100)
Grob: £1600 (+100)
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UPCOMING DIARY DATES
19 June

Fife Flying Club Fly-In & Open Day Along the lines of last year's hugely successful 4th July Families' Day.

15 July

Planes & Flames—Fly-Out and Barbeque at our favourite local ex-military airfield.

3/4 July

Newtonards Fly-Out - Across the Irish
Sea to the land of the little green men
(better than Oban, that’s a challenge)?

06 August

Summer Mini-Ball (Battle of Britain 70th
Anniversary Theme).

STIMULATION AT THE SIMULATOR
By Stewart Webb

Unlike the single engine piston rating on my licence
which lasts for two years, any
commercial airliner endorsements only have a validity of
6 months. So as I write this I
am once more killing time
in Heathrow terminal 5 waiting for my connecting flight
to Stockholm to do battle with
the simulator. I have another
4 hours to kill and am considering a remortgage so I can
buy something, anything from
one of the shops. The simulator in Stockholm is the only
Saab in Europe so is very
busy and unfortunately I have
the early morning slot starting
at 0530 tomorrow morning.
My flight is due to arrive at
6pm tonight and I still need to
get a bus to my hotel and then
get something to eat. Breakfast will be at 4am then the
bus to the simulator so I'm
already worried about getting
up at 0315 and being ready
for whatever it throws at me
this time. Normally we go to
the simulator one month before the licence expires so if
we need to redo a particular
drill we have scope to come
back next week, my licence
runs out tomorrow so there's
no room for any errors this
time. If I can just get to sleep
for 9pm I'll manage about 6

hours. Simulator slots echo
real life, and we do fly at 6 in
the morning regularly so we
need to be prepared for every
eventuality. Of course in real
life chances are if something
does go wrong, it'll be just 1
thing and we'd come back in

. . . an engine on fire,
a primary instrument
failure, a coffee shortage, a dead captain
and a hysterical
woman giving birth in
the back all at the
same time!
to land and it would be all
over. In the simulator multiple failures are the norm and
we get to do it for 6 glorious
hours, it's not unusual to have
an engine on fire, a primary
instrument failure, a coffee
shortage, a dead captain and a
hysterical woman giving birth
in the back all at the same
time! We shall see what tomorrow brings: So that's day
one over. The captain I flew
with today just turns out to be
the head of training for the
company. Just a tad intimidating. First thing I am told that
as well as a mandatory licence renewal

this sim ride will also be assessing command suitability,
that's it guys, rack up the
pressure why don't you? In
the end it wasn't altogether
too bad. An engine failure at
take off followed by a chemical spill resulting in a fire in
the hold with weather at minima out of Cardiff. So that's a
single engine approach with
go around
and whilst
doing it apparently radar has just
failed and
vandals have
broken in
and stolen
the ILS aerial. Deep
joy; anything
else? Well
just throw in
some ice and
rain and a crosswind of 12
knots and hey presto, there
you are. After what seems
like forever although its only
5 hours we are done. Off for a
debrief. I'm asked to recall my
first NDB approach. I answer
honestly stating that I am unsure as to what day it is never
mind recall the approach. I

am shown the print out from
the simulator. My inbound
tracking reached 7 degrees off,
the vertical profile was spot
on. This is why I could never
play the piano, trying to do 2
things at once! Anyway 7 degrees off is unacceptable and I
am to re-sit this tomorrow. It
also turns out that, (in the examiners words) "the single
engine approach was beautifully

flown with excellent control
over the aeroplane", I forgot to
ask the pilot non flying to select the indicated airspeed
mode after passing 1500 feet.
As a result I am told to re-sit
this whole section as well. I

make my way back to my
hotel in the snow and consider the marital status of
the
continued on p7.

CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOME
The committee are always
keen to receive comments,
suggestions and valid criticisms so that we can make
sure we properly represent a
consensus view from club
members. Everything we do is
aimed at promoting and improving the club and we can't do it alone so
please email Alan at chairman@fifeflyingclub.co.uk. Also if you have
any articles for the newsletter please send
them to Garrick via the
website at
www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk.
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SKYWATCH & HM COASTGUARD
Mike Scott-Hayward, a 172 pilot at Fife, works for
the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) and is
based at the Coastguard station at Crail. You’ve
probably flown over it dozens
of times - it’s part of the collection of buildings at Fife
Ness, just east of the old airfield at Crail, and it has a
radio mast attached. Mike is
part of the Forth Division of
the MCA which covers over
400 miles of coastline from
Arbroath down to the Forth
Estuary. Mike described the
work of the MCA which has about 1,200 staff nationally, with about 400 of these being in the Coastguard
service. They operate a series of
Maritime Rescue Coordination
Centres around the UK and work
in collaboration with Land and
Air services to provide an exceptional rescue service for “coastal
areas” - not just “at sea”, but including the margins of the land as
well. Hence they even have specially trained “mud teams” to
rescue folk caught in the mud in
estuaries. What was apparent
from Mike’s talk was that the
Coastguard service is not as twodimensional as you might imagine - the tools available
to the service make the whole operation very much 3-D,
with coordination of aircraft assets, rescue boats, landbased services such as the Police, etc. As well as looking out for the safety of mariners and members of the
public, the MCA deals with around 90 pollution incidents every year, and typically receives around 18,000
phone calls which lead to 8,000 rescues per annum.
The service has an Islander Spotter Plane, for checking
on shipping and conducting searches, and four tugs,
based roughly at the four corners of the UK which are
used to shadow vessels which could cause problems
should their engines fail. Mike described the plethora of
modern communications systems available to the MCA
which means that coordination of rescues is quick and
efficient – in one incident a windsurfer in trouble at sea
was dropped (gently) into his back garden by the rescue
helicopter 20 minutes after the Mayday first went out.
Interestingly, a lot of Mike’s well-illustrated presentation material referred to the RAF’s Nimrod aircraft which are being withdrawn from service now, and their
replacement won’t be along until 2012!
Mike is also associated with the “Skywatch” organisation which employs Private Pilots and their aircraft as
part of a back-up to the emergency services for searching for people lost on land or at sea. The Skywatch website at www.skywatchcivilairpatrol.org.uk is well worth
looking at and they are always looking for new recruits,
be they Pilots or Observers, to fly on search tasks.
Thanks to Mike for a really interestBy Alan Laing
ing evening.

We had a “Planes ‘n’ Flames” Club Barbecue at Fife on
Wednesday 12th May with about 15 folk coming along to enjoy a
burger and a blether. The weather was kind to us and Trevor Harvey flew his Emeraude in from Kingsmuir.
The TB9 was out and Barry Ritchie and I took the opportunity for
a quick local flight after Karen Simpson managed include a trip in
the TB9 among her total of four different types that day - two lessons in a Cessna 152, a couple of circuits in the TB9, a trip in
Trevor’s Emeraude followed by a few circuits in Barry Ritchie’s
Zenair. We are wondering if this is a record for a student – four
different types in one day . . . it certainly sets a bit of a challenge
for other students to match.
The Buddy List is there to give you the chance to try different
types of aeroplane - so why not start making inquiries and see if
you can’t try more than one type in a day? Alan Laing is looking
into getting a Grob down from Dundee some weekend so that Fife
students can get a (free) right-hand seat trip just to see how different the Grob is from the 152. If we combine that with a “Buddy

List” Day and get some of the other private owners to bring their
planes along someone might be able to beat
By Alan Laing
Karen’s four types . . .

THANKYOU

Whilst aircraft numbers were
down, the FFC Easter Egg fly-in
collected Easter
Eggs, cuddly toys,
which delighted the
children, and cash
for the children's
hospice at Rachel House in Kinross. Rachel House cares for
children and young people and
provides practical help, emotional
support and advice for families
who are living with the knowledge
that their child's life will be
short. Many thanks to all those
who arrived at the airfield by air
or road to make donations.

It's fair to say
that the entire
Fife flying Club
are delighted to
note that after a
short absence,
David Cyster
and his De
Havilland Tiger
Moth have returned to Fife.
Clearly, a distinguished attraction for the
Airfield - welcome back!
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OBAN AND BACK
By Garrick Smyth
Having used most of my annual leave
for this year, I had been building up
'flexi-time' all week so that I could
leave work early on Friday and meet
Andy Reid at Kirknewton for the flyout to Oban. The weather forecasts had
been inconclusive during the few days
running up to Friday and it was dry but
a bit windy.
I drew up at Kirknewton and saw
Andy's distinctive C182 sitting outside
the hangar so it seemed we were on for
the trip. I‘d passed this ex USAAF airfield many times, had seen the air cadets gliding from time to time but was
keen to have a look inside; the airfield
is gated so until now I'd never had to
chance to have a look around. This
quick glimpse before departure was
welcome and revealed a De Havilland
Chipmunk and according to the scant
history I could find about it, during the
cold war Kirknewton's position meant
it was responsible for maintaining security over part of the ‘Hot-Line’ connecting Washington to Moscow, as the
cable route passed through the area . . .
We gained clearance from Edinburgh
ATC and took off on runway 06, in
what felt like about a 60 foot take-off
run, and turned north. After passing the
western end of Edinburgh's runway 06
we turned west and with approximately
20kt tail wind we made good time,
taking the 'low level' scenic route west
- it was a bit bumpy until we passed
Dunoon but smoothed out as we passed
over a nuclear submarine with flotilla
steaming up Loch Fyne[?]
The weather was gorgeous putting me
in mind of the long balmy summer
days I enjoyed as a boy growing up in
Hampshire. As we approached Oban
and we had to orbit whilst another aircraft approached to land (despite scouring the horizon we couldn't see the
other aircraft). Andy
pointed out the displaced threshold marked
with fierce looking red
'angle-irons', and put her
down nicely until suddenly a fairly muted
'pop' declared the starboard main tyre unserviceable. Andy was able to taxi off the
runway and we manoeuvred the Cessna
to the apron. The fire tender came out
to meet us, but no fuss was made as it
disappeared, like a disappointed appli-

ance from a Thomas the Tank Engine
story, to its stand.
What a lovely location, the airport
buildings look fresh and new and the
staff could not have
been more helpful.
The location really is
idyllic without being
too remote from civilisation. After FIFE
and TAYS arrival
(Peter and Karen had
arrived before us) we
strolled down the
road over the bridge
and stopped off for a
quick drink or three
at the Oyster Inn; a
charming, proper inn
with real beer and a
friendly atmosphere the aroma of food
was so good we decided to come back
later for our evening meal.
Most of us were booked in at the Falls
of Lora hotel, an imposing looking
building on the south side of the
bridge, with old fashioned décor, stags
heads mounting the walls, silver tea
services and a hint of 'Fawlty Towers'
about the place. So . . . check-in, a

. . . marked with fierce
looking red 'angleirons' . . .
quick drink in the hotel bar and back
down the road to the Oyster Inn for a
hearty evening meal and more drink!
Oban is about 6 miles away from Connell so when Greg, who seems to have
a definite party animal side to his nature, suggested a trip into town, a fleet
of taxis was called.
Apparently, the locals suggested the
'Lorne' pub as the place for a good
night out and certainly the '80s music
that throbbed from the direction of the
pub as we approached,
put me in the mood for a
good time. But when
what seemed like a bus
load of guys filed in one
after the other and one
member of our party
received more attention
than he invited, we
made an executive decision to try
somewhere else, in the interest of getting the full Oban experience (which
one of our company might almost already have had)!

The still night air had no chill about it
and as we walked past the harbour a
Calmac ferry floated gently across the
black mirror smooth water into its
berth, quietly humming as it came to a
halt. And even at
the late hour of
12:30am a street
performer complete
with three stringed
guitar invited requests from passers
by and issued
slightly melodic
renditions aided by
the consumption of
several flagons of a
tonic wine brewed
by monks in a far
off and foreign
land . . . I digress,
the night’s revelry
continued as
Karen's recent solo was celebrated in
style with champagne toasts all round.
. . .
Once tucked up in bed the still night
was marked, I'm told, by one fellow
flyer moving downstairs to sleep in
the bar in an effort to escape from the
fog horn like nocturnal soundings of
another colleague who shall remain
nameless, suffice to say he wasn't
tyred in the morning, I'm not sure
what Basil would have said about that.
Some time after morning broke to
reveal a truly glorious cloud-less
sunny sky, the Falls of Lora group
from ‘Fife Squadron’ assembled in the
briefing . . . I mean breakfast room,
some nursing sore heads, some looking forward to the prospect of a days
instructing and some with no real idea
about how to get home!
From this point onward a number of
stories could be told about events
leading up to and including the journey back home. One concerns a member of the party's luggage, another a
good Samaritan tale to help supply
and fit a new tyre, and others will recall less unexpected but equally enjoyable tales of the trip back to base. Perhaps, these stories will be recounted
elsewhere. For my part I was lucky
enough to learn at bit of practical aircraft maintenance, catch a view of a
YAK, and enjoyed a very low level
trip home through the scenic vistas of
Loch Lomond . . . on four, well
inflated tyres!
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FIRE FIGHTERS AND MODEL AIRCRAFT CLUB NIGHT
By Alan Laing
th

On 20 May Fife Fire and Rescue Service came
to Fife Airport for a Club Night. Station Officer
Jerry Walkingshaw gave us a talk on the F&R
Service, and explained how the Service looks
after the residents of Fife – from both the point
of view of Fire safety and Rescue
capability. The Fife F&R service is also truly a
“rescue” service, with the Firemen able to enter
confined spaces and recover people trapped at
height as well. The service is fairly unique in
having this broad range of capabilities, and it
became apparent that not all Fife Services in
different counties are the same. A lot of the
capability of each local service depends on how
much the local council is prepared to fund.
After the talk, Jerry and the Firemen with him –
Cammy Sands, Ryan Boyd and Mike Rodger
showed us what the Fire Tender they had with

them contained and some of the things it could
do. Stuart Chapple donned the full Breathing
Apparatus kit and got an appreciation of just
how heavily kitted out a Fireman in full personal
protective kit would be – fireproof suit, helmet,
etc, Breathing Apparatus and in some cases a
full chemical suit over the top of all of that.
The hydraulic scissors carried on the
tender made short work of the
wrecked C-152 fuselage at the back
of Hangar 4, giving us all some
reassurance that if we were ever
trapped in a plane, the Fire Service
would have us out in no time.
None of us, alas, got to sound the siren on the
tender as it was getting late and we were
thinking about the neighbours. About a dozen

members of FFC
came along (and
Jim Watt flew in
from Dundee in a
PA-28!) and all
agreed that it had
been a really
interesting
evening and we’d
like to thank Fife
F&R for coming
along.

FIFEAIRPORTOPENDAY
19June11am—4pm
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WANT TO FLY? IT’S EASY TO GET STARTED!
By Karen Simpson

I am writing this as a 20-odd hour
student; I may not still be classed
as early-hours, but I'm not too far
away from it to forget my initial
feelings and experiences. This
account is mainly for any person
attending the open day, maybe
even having that first taster flight
and wondering what to do next. I
hope this helps to show people
what flying can open up, and also
to serve as a warning that that initial flight may just be the start of
your addiction!
I was lucky enough to win a taster
-flight gift voucher, and had my
first time in a two-seater aircraft in
June 2009. My first impression
climbing into this aircraft was how
small it was and the aroma of
aviation fuel (which was actually
rather nice, although did make
me wonder if it signalled a fuel
leak)! After reassurance that we
didn't have leaky fuel tanks, the
instructor turned the key in the
engine. Up until that point, I had
wondered if it would feel like my
car starting, or possibly any of the
commercial aircraft I'd been in.
Definately not! As the propeller
started to turn, we started shaking
so much I thought some of the instruments were about to come off
their mounting! But then the engine started and things settled
down. Incidentally, I now realise
that the shaking appeared worse
due to the way some of the instruments spin on start-up.
My instructor (Willie Temple)
went through all the main instruments, and gave detailed explanations about what was happening. However, I did wonder if I
needed to remember any of it, as
although I had wanted to become
a pilot when I was younger, I had
(almost totally) discarded that
thought believing the cost to be
too high.
So this was it, my first airborne
experience in a small aircraft was
about to happen - the instructor
taxied us up to the start of the runway, made some radio calls, then
we accelerated down the runway
(I use the term loosely, it was a

Cessna 152 training aircraft). My
new hobby was about to be born.
We headed East over Fife, away
from the constraints of controlled
airspace near Edinburgh. I was
quite fascinated with all the dials
and switches and levers and buttons, and in between watching
them I took some photos of the
ground below. Very soon, Willie
asked if I would like to take control - I'd been told beforehand
there would be the chance to
have a shot, so had been eagerly
awaiting.
And then I was "given control"
and told to turn the control yoke
gently (I was actually convinced I
was going to crash if I did anything wrong!). That was a great
feeling, turning the control and
feeling the aircraft respond. And
after circling about, we headed
back, with Willie telling me which
direction to head for and what
altitude to aim for.
Landing was quite an adrenaline

Landing was
quite an adrenaline
rush . . .
rush, heading for a relatively
short strip of tarmac in a wee tin
bird! I (thankfully) had nothing to
do with the landing, but Willie did
talk me through everything he
was doing.
We then touched down, taxied
over to where we'd started, and
shut down. The noise stopped
and everything went back to
quiet. What a fantastic experience! I was quite sad it was all
over, and still largely believed
there was no way flight training
could be within reach. It didn't
stop the buzz though, where for
ages afterwards, I just wanted to
talk about my flight!
I took away some details about
learning to fly - I hadn't realised it
was possible to break down training costs into individual lessons
or small bundles of hours. It can
also form the backbone for the
Airline Transport Pilot Licence.

A couple of telephone calls later
and I was turning up again to Fife
airport, but this time with the definite intention of starting learning
to fly! The initial lessons are designed to focus on one set manoeuvre at a time, for instance
flying straight and level, or turning, or descending etc. I must
admit, for the first few weeks, I
did wonder how I was ever going
to be able to handle doing more
than one manoeuvre per flight!
But the course is designed like
that for a reason. It is a completely new skill to learn, and
mastering each piece alone allows you to gradually put them
together and build up the time
you spend in control during a lesson.
I was also lucky enough early on
to have passenger flights with
fellow club members due to our
"Buddy Scheme". This meant I
was getting airborne without the
pressures of a lesson environment. It was actually soon after
that I found things started to click,
and I progressed onto flying the
circuit pattern (taking off, flying a
rectangular pattern around the
airfield, and landing). Of course,
this is the build up to the all important milestone of the first solo.
To write about that feeling here
could not do it justice. Suffice to
say, when the instructor gets out
the aircraft, gives you your own
callsign, then sends you on your
way to the runway, you realise
there's no going back! And the
adrenaline buzz ensures a permanent grin for hours afterwards, a
sleepless night, and days of wanting to tell the world!
So be warned, your initial climb
into that Cessna could
change your life forever.
Karen Simpson is one of a
growing number of students
learning to fly at Fife, and features in one of this month’s
'Meet the Members' interviews
in this newsletter issue.
Find out more and start flying
by giving us a call on 01592
753792
or email enquiries@taysideaviation.co.uk.
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G-TAYS
out and
about,
but
where?
Answers
on a
postcard
but sorry
no prizes!

MEET THE MEMBERS
FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW
Rankin Clarkson

continued from p2.

First flight (Passenger):
Glider, Portmoak, 1976.
First flight (At controls):
(as above)
Favourite Aircraft: English Electric/
BAC Lightening.
Favourite holiday destination: United
States.
Which animal would you like to be?
Stallion - Chance would be a fine
thing!.
Favourite sport: American Football.
Logged hours: 110
Favourite logged destination: Fife The burgers are good!
Actor to play your life story: Danny
De Vito.
Favourite film: ‘The Good The Bad &
the Ugly’.
Joke: An Irish man failed his driving
test - he let the clutch out!
Favourite cuisine: Italian.
Best airline flown: Continental.
Dream dinner guests: Clint Eastwood,
HM the Queen.
Dream car: Aston Martin.
Favourite book/author: Wilbur Smith.
Birth place: Kirkcaldy.
Favourite song/band artist: Muse.
By Greg Logan

examiners parents and decide
that I will manage on an SFOs
salary for now. Anyway there
are no captain spaces available.
The diet goes out the window
and a visit to
the shops results in chocolate,
crisps and cakes being scoffed
in my room. Ah, much better. I
revise my NDB tracking and single
engine calls and consider buying the
examiner several beers (at £6 a
pint!) Tomorrow is another day.
Day 2 goes much better. The mandatory items are completed and resits completed without a hitch, well
perhaps I may have been a little
assertive but all completed and this
time we even get a coffee break.
Then it's back in to the sim for
annual company training items on a
routine flight from Belfast to Dundee. Ah, 1 think, I am based at Dundee, this should go well. Of course
we never make Dundee, in fact we
don't get anywhere near it and end
up at Prestwick. Unfortunately on
this flight we experience total radio
failure and whilst dealing with the
issue the controls jam. I become
concerned for the long term future
of the captain as just at this moment
he "dies" again. I decide that the
weather at Glasgow and Dundee is
out of the question for a control
malfunction and divert the aircraft
to Prestwick, asking of course for an

ambulance for the possibly dead
captain on the remarkably now
working radio. On approach the
weather deteriorates and yet again
the ILS fails. It's another NDB approach which this time comes off
without a hitch. Phew. On the Saab
the controls to taxi are on the captain's side. So I shut down the aircraft on the runway. The parking
brake is on that side too, so I get out
my seat, sit in the left hand side and
apply the handbrake. I then turn on
the emergency lights and tell the
passengers to evacuate. All very
exciting but then the lights come on
and it's all over.
In the debrief I am told that I should
not have left my seat to apply the
handbrake but instead should have
requested ground crew to chock the
aircraft. He also mentions that I
should have made a passenger an-

. . . whilst dealing
with the issue the
controls jam . . .
nouncement to tell them to remain
seated until all engines are shut
down. I agree that these are fair
points but seems a bit of a fine detail. He agrees with me and gives
me a recommendation for command, signs my licence and says
cheerio. I have 70 minutes to be on
a flight to Heathrow and make the
dash to the airport. I am pleased it's
all over for another 20 weeks and
just make my flight to London. Glad
I caught it; after all tomorrow I'm
doing Belfast Dundee, for real.
‘CENTENARY FLY-IN’
100 YEARS OF FLYING AT
SHOREHAM
17/18 JULY 2010
Landing Fee £10—Free Overnight
Parking - Call: 07950 362791

The recent SkyWatch club night saw a full apron at Fife

STUDENT/PPL PILOT QUIZ
A bottle of wine for the pilot, 30 minute voucher for flying training for each
student in the winning team. Same for
second place but 15 minute voucher
each. There was a good showing on 6th
May for the Student-Pilot Quiz Night
with 12 folk participating and Greg
Logan and Julia Grant as Quizmaster
and assistant. Greg and Julia had put
together a quiz in Five rounds with
some aviation-related questions plus a
lot of general knowledge stuff as well,
so we didn’t all get shown up by our
lack of aviation knowledge. One of the
questions; “You are flying at night and
see an aircraft’s lights ahead of you the red to the right of you and the green
to the left - which direction is the aircraft flying in?” caught out some folk,
particularly the Juliet Sierras; so probably best to avoid flying at night with
them? Greg’s questions probably gave
us an insight into what he does when
he’s not flying - the answers “Wurzel
Gummidge”, “The Flintstones” and

The Gremlins*
Stuart Chapple (PPL)
Kris Shields &
Susan McIntyre
Final Score 29.5
(Official Winners)

The Eyjafallajokulls*
Mark Boyle (PPL)
Steven Corr &
Gordon Povey
Final Score 21

“Gilligan’s
Island”
probably giving us an idea
of what his
DVD collection
looks like. The three
Big Al’s Dopey Dropouts
“official” teams, with
Tim Humphrey (CFI)
The Ash Clouds*
a qualified pilot and
Alan Laing (NPPL)
Alex Vesco (PPL)
two students each
Final Score 30
Karen
Simpson
&
were pitched
(Unofficial
Winners)
Gordon
Bell
against two unofFinal Score 17
ficial teams made
up of pilots, Flying
Instructors and CFI,
Tim. The Icelandic Volcano
The Juliet Sierras
featured in the names of two of the
Alistair
Wootton (FI)
teams - the Ash Clouds and The EyScott
Nicol (IR)
jafallajokulls. It was cruelly suggested
Heinreich
Zoellner
(PPL).
that the Juliet Sierras be asked to spell
Final
Score
19
it, but their performance on some of
the questions made us think they’d
have difficulty coping with a two-letter
minor
disword so we never asked. The night
agreements about
some of the
went well with few fights and only
answers. It was good to see so many
students and pilots getting together and
Air Navigation Order (ANO) has been amended
with good prizes - worth £75 to the
to reduce the regulatory burden for micro-light
winning students - well worth making
aircraft, allow aircraft issued with Permit to Fly by
the effort. Well done to Stuart Chapple
any EASA National Aviation Authority to fly within the UK and, simplify
and the Gremlins for winning by such a
the current licence revalidation/renewal and allow NPPL holders to inbig margin over the Eyjafallajokulls,
struct on micro-lights. http://tinyurl.com/amendedANO.
who deserved an extra point or two for
being able to spell their team name!
Sunrise and Sunset Calculator find sunrise and sunset times for any
The evening finished off with a few
location worldwide, simply by selecting a point on a map or searching
beers and a chat in the Tipsy Nipper.
for a city, town or airfield name http://tinyurl.com/sunriseTIMES.
By Alan Laing

USEFUL STUFF

MEET THE MEMBERS - FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW - Karen Simpson
When was your first flight? (Passenger): Air
France, Paris, 2000.
(At controls): Cessna 152, 2009.
What is your favourite aircraft? Concorde.
What is your favourite holiday destination?
Paris.
Which animal would you like to be? Seal Pup
- I like clubbing!
What is your favourite sport? Rugby.
How many hours do you have in your
logbook? 22.
Who would play you in the Hollywood
version of your life story? Drew Barrymore.
What is your favourite film? Top Gun.
Tell us a quick joke. What's brown and sticky -

a stick!
What is your favourite food? Italian.
What is the best airline you have flown
with? British Airways.
Who would be your two dream dinner
guests? Bruce Dickinson (Rock God & pilot) &
Max Evans (rugby player).
If money was no object what would your
dream car be? Aston Martin DB9.
What is the worst job you've had? Boots!
What is your favourite book/author:
Christopher Brookmyre
Where were you born? Edinburgh.
Favourite song/band/artist: Guns N Roses.
By Greg Logan

eNews The Newsletter is generally issued every two months. To ensure no-one misses out
members are encouraged to ‘sign-up’ to receive timely updates on up and coming
events. To do this go to the Fife Flying Club website, click on ‘mailing list’ (it’s on
the left hand side) and follow the instructions.

